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Abstract
Instanton-dyons, also known as instanton-monopoles or instanton-quarks, are topological constituents of the instantons at nonzero
temperature and nonzero expectation value of A4. While the interaction between instanton-dyons has been calculated to one-loop
order by a number of authors, that for dyon-antidyon pairs remains unknown even at the classical level. In this work we are
filling this gap, by solving the gradient flow equation on a 3d lattice. We start with two well separated objects. We find that,
after initial rapid relaxation, the configurations follow “streamline” set of configurations, which is basically independent on the
initial configurations used. In striking difference to instanton-antiinstanton streamlines, in this case it ends at a quasi-stationary
configuration, with an abrupt drop to perturbative fields. We parameterize the action of the streamline configurations, which is to
be used in future many-body calculations.
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1. Introduction
Instantons [1] are Euclidean 4-dimensional topological soli-
tons of the Yang-Mills gauge fields known to be important in-
gredients of the gauge fields in the QCD vacuum, as well as at
finite-temperatures comparable to the critical one T ∼ Tc. As
requested by a index theorem, the topological charge of the in-
stantons leads to fermionic zero modes, which provide the so
called ’t Hooft interaction, explicitly violating the UA(1) chi-
ral symmetry. At sufficient density of instantons, these zero
modes are collectivized and create the so called Zero Mode
Zone of quasi-zero eigenstates, which breaks spontaneously the
S U(N f ) chiral symmetry. To describe those phenomena, the so
called Interacting Instanton Liquid Model (IILM) has been de-
veloped, which includes the instanton-induced ’t Hooft interac-
tion to all orders, for a review see [2]. Although those states
are only a tiny subset of all fermionic states in lattice numerical
simulations, by removing them from the propagators one ob-
serves restoration of S U(N f ) and U(1)A chiral symmetries and
a significant modification of hadronic masses, for recent works
see e.g. [3, 4].
The first step toward instantons at finite temperatures was
finding the so called “caloron” solution [5], which is periodic in
Euclidean time. The second – and much more nontrivial – step
[7, 6] included the nonzero mean value of the 4-th component of
the gauge field 〈A34〉 = v. This so called “KvBLL caloron” solu-
tion revealed the substructure of the (anti)instanton: at nonzero
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v it gets split into Nc (number of colors) separate (anti)self-
dual 3d solitons with nonzero (Euclidean) electric and mag-
netic charges. Those are in literature called the instanton-dyons,
instanton-monopoles and instanton quarks: we will call them
below “dyons” for short. While they are ’t Hooft-Polyakov
monopoles, with the role of adjoint scalar played by A0 compo-
nent of the gauge field, the terminology changes slightly since
the gradient of A0 is naturally called the electric field.
In this work we will focus on the simplest gauge group
S U(2): it has only one diagonal generator τ3/2 and thus a sin-
gle Abelian subgroup remains unbroken by the nonzero VEV
< A30 >= v. In this case there are four instanton-dyons, corre-
sponding to all possible combinations of electric and magnetic
charges. By tradition the time-independent selfdual ones are
called M with charges (e,m) = (+,+) and time-twisted L with
charges (e,m) = (−,−), the anti-selfdual antidyons are called
M¯, (e,m) = (+,−) and L¯, (e,m) = (−,+). Other names used
in literature [8] are the “BPS monopoles” for M and “KK”
ones for L. Recent example of a lattice work identifying those
instanton-dyons is [9], for earlier work see references therein.
Recent studies of the instanton-dyons had developed along
two different but related directions. One of them [8] starts in
a very specific supersymmetric setting, with compactification
to R3 ⊗ S 1. Small radius of a circle leads to a weak coupling
regime, in which all topological objects are exponentially sup-
pressed, yet under a theoretical control. Preservation of super-
symmetry requires periodic fermions: if it is there, the pertur-
bative Gross-Pisarski-Yaffe potential is canceled, and even ex-
ponentially small density of the dyons and their pairs can lead
to the confining value of the holonomy v.
Another group[11, 10] study instanton-dyons in the pure
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gauge and/or QCD-like theories. in which dyons are dilute at
high temperature but form a rather dense plasma at T ∼ Tc.
It has been argued [12] that sufficient density and repulsion be-
tween the instanton-dyons should result in confinement, in spite
of the Gross-Pisarski-Yaffe potential working against it. Theo-
ries with quarks also have dyon-induced fermionic zero modes,
and at sufficiently large dyon density the breaking of the chiral
symmetries takes place [10]. So, the instanton-dyons are cru-
cially important for understanding of the interrelation of con-
finement and chiral symmetry breaking, the two main nonper-
turbative phenomena in QCD-like theories.
In order to understand the dyon ensemble quantitatively, one
obviously needs to know first the forces acting between them. A
principal difference between the (i) single duality sector (only
self- or antiselfdual objects) with (ii) the interaction between
self- or antiselfdual objects is that only in the former case does
the celebrated Bogomolny inequality becomes equality, requir-
ing the action of the configuration to be entirely determined by
its global topological charge. This eliminates interaction at the
classical O(1/g2) level in case (i), producing the moduli space
intensely studied in mathematical literature. The moduli space
metric for those and related spaces can be calculated, providing
the measure of integration over the collective variables. This
metric is traditionally expressed via a determinant of a certain
matrix. For the LM pair this metric has been calculated by Di-
akonov et al. [13]: at large separation it reduces to one-loop
Coulomb-like interactions O(1/rLM). Later Diakonov [14] con-
jectured a volume element for any number of M, L dyons, com-
bining the DGPS one with Gibbons-Manton approximation to
Atiyah-Hitchin metric. This interaction has been used in the
numerical simulations of the dyon ensemble [10] .
The second case (ii) – the interaction of self and anti-selfdual
objects – is however much more difficult to study. There is
no BPS protection of the action at the classical level and thus
no moduli spaces or corresponding solutions. The aim of the
present paper is to map the corresponding configurations via
the so called streamline, a one-parameter set of configurations
defined by a condition that the driving force δS/δAµ, while
nonzero, is tangent to the set. The practical way to gener-
ate them is to solve the gradient flow equation, starting from
some initial ansatz, as e.g. was done long ago for the instanton-
antiinstanton in the double-well potential [15].
For gauge field instantons this was done analytically by Bal-
itsky and Yung [16] in the large-distance limit. Since classi-
cal instanton-antiinstanton problem is intrinsically conformal,
one can perform a conformal transformation into a co-central
configuration, relating the gauge theory and the double-well in-
stantons. Using this method Verbaarschot [17] found a quite
accurate analytic approximation to the instanton-antiinstanton
streamline. Recently, after the influential paper by Luscher
[18], the gradient flow method is now widely used, to determine
the beta function and thermodynamical observables on the lat-
tice. In our paper, however, we remain in the classical setting,
with non-running coupling, and so we will not discuss these
applications.
In this paper we study the streamline configurations of
the dyon pairs with the same electric but opposite magnetic
charges, namely MM¯, LL¯. (Unfortunately, the finite T problem
at nonzero v is not conformal, and there is no transformation
into a co-central case available.) Their total action defines what
one can call “classical interaction potential”. Although this in-
teraction is parametrically larger than that following from (one
loop) moduli spaces or fermionic zero modes, it has been un-
known and thus not included in the first simulations [10]: we
certainly plan to do so in subsequent publications.
2. The setting
2.1. Instanton-dyons and their superposition
We do not present here extensive introduction on the con-
figurations and their history, which can be found e.g. in [14].
Let us just remind that “Higgsing” the SU(2) gauge theory by
a nonzero VEV of A4 splits three gluons into two massive and
one massless (diagonal) one, according to which the Abelian
charges are defined. In the simplest so called hedgehog gauge,
in which the color direction of the “Higgs” field at large r is
directed along the unit radial vector Am4 → vrˆm, the solutions
are
Aa4 = ±rˆa
(
1
r
− v coth(vr)
)
Aai = ai jrˆ j
(
1
r
− v
sinh(vr)
)
, (1)
where + corresponds to the M dyon and − corresponds to the
M¯ dyon. r is the length in position space. The L and L¯ dyon
are obtained by a replacement v→ 2piT − v and a certain time-
dependent gauge change.
Any superpositions of the dyons at nonzero A4 are nontrivial
since one should match at large distances not only in magnitude,
but also its direction in color space. Those can be achieved by
the following four-step procedure:
(i) “combing”, or going to a gauge in which the “Higgs field”
A34 = v (upper index is color generator, lower index is the
Lorentz one) at large distances is the same in all directions and
for all objects
(ii) performing a time-dependent gauge transformation which
removes v completely
(iii) superimposing the dyons in this gauge
(iv) making reverse time-dependent gauge transformation, rein-
troducing v .
(i) Description of the “combing” procedure can be found in
[14], but since there are misprints in this reference we remind
the main formulae. The gauge matrices are rotations which put
a radially directed unit vector into ±z direction. It is conve-
nient to write those using spherical coordinates r, θ, φ instead of
Cartesian coordinates x. The plus one is
S +(x) =

cos( θ2 ) sin(
θ
2 )e
−iφ
−sin( θ2 )eiφ cos( θ2 )
 ,
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S − is obtained by setting θ → pi − θ. It should be noted that
this choice of transformation is not unique. The matrix Ω = S ±
is used in the general gauge transformation of the gauge field
Aµ => A′µ = ΩAµΩ
† − i(∂µΩ)Ω†, (2)
which is expressed in a standard matrix-valued form
Aµ = Aaµ
τa
2
, (3)
where Pauli matrices divided by two are the SU(2) generators
in standard normalization.
(ii) The next gauge rotation matrix depends on Euclidean
time and is
Ω2 = exp(−ix4vτ32 ), (4)
so the derivative term produces −v and cancels the original ex-
pectation value.
(iii) The rotated dyon and antidyon are simply added together
Aµ = A
dyon
µ + A
antidyon
µ . (5)
(iv) Now one has to perform a gauge rotation, opposite to
that in point (ii), with Ω3 = Ω+2 . Since these rotations commute,
they just cancel each other except for the derivative term which
puts back v at infinity. (If one would not perform steps (ii) and
(iv) but would naively do step (iii), the expectation value of A34
would be 2v.)
Superimposing two dyons by such a procedure, a sum of the
correctly combed potentials, is what we call the sum ansatz.
Needless to say, it is an approximate solution only at large sepa-
ration between the solitons, used only as the starting point in our
studies. Before we put these configurations on the lattice, as we
detail shortly, we calculated the corresponding fields strengths
and currents in Cartesian coordinates, both in Maple and Math-
ematica1.
As is well known, a “combed” monopole or dyon possesses
the Dirac string, a singular gauge artifact propagating one unit
of magnetic flux from infinity to the dyon center. By select-
ing an appropriate gauge one can direct the Dirac string to an
arbitrary direction. Superimposing two dyons with different di-
rections of the Dirac string, one gets non-equivalent configura-
tions: the interference of singular and regular terms make the
Dirac strings no longer invisible or pure gauge artifact. (How-
ever, this is cured during the gradient flow process, as we will
discuss below.)
Two extreme selections for the Dirac strings are: (a) a “mini-
mally connected dipole” when it goes along the line connecting
two dyon centers; and (b) a “maximally disconnected” pair, in
which two Dirac strings approach two centers from the opposite
directions, see Fig.1. Under the gradient flow the former is sup-
posed to reach magnetically trivial configuration, while the lat-
ter relaxes to a (pure gauge) Dirac-string-like state passing the
1The reader should be warned that one has to redefine the inverse trigono-
metric functions with the right branches from those in the default setting, to get
correct fields.
(a) (b)
Figure 1: Two extreme positions for the Dirac strings, for the MM¯ pair.
flux through the system, from minus to plus infinity. The for-
mer case appears to be simpler: but our experience has shown
that the type-(b) configuration generates smaller artifacts, since
the Dirac strings interfere less. We will take the type-(b) con-
figuration as our starting configuration.
The sum ansatz possesses certain artifacts, e.g. the Dirac
strings become visible in the action plot. This is to be expected
due to interference of the singular Dirac string with regular so-
lution for the other dyon. Furthermore, a correct smooth be-
havior at the center of each dyon is also violated, as well as a
left-right symmetry between the dyon and antidyon. To cure
some of the artifacts one may invent certain improved profiles.
For example multiplying the “Higgs” component of the field by
the factor
A34 → A34
(x − XM)2(x − XM¯)2
[ρ2 + (x − XM)2][ρ2 + (x − XM¯)2]
, (6)
which forces the field to vanish at the centers. However, we
observed that the gradient flow procedure eliminates such arti-
facts automatically, with results quite independent of the shape
of the starting configuration, so no such improvements are ac-
tually needed.
2.2. The gradient flow
The “force” driving gradient flow is the current
jaµ ≡ −
δS
δAaµ
|A=Aansatz = (Dabv Gbvµ)|A=Aansatz , 0. (7)
For solutions of the YM equation, such as a single dyon, it van-
ishes at all points. For dyon-antidyon configurations which we
study it is nonzero, showing the direction of the gradient flow
towards the reduction of the action.
Introducing the computer time τ we can write the trajectory
of the resulting gradient flow according to the equation
dAaµ
dτ
= − δS
δAaµ
. (8)
3. Dyons on the lattice
3.1. The gauge fields
On the lattice the representation of the gauge field is given in
terms of the so-called link variables
Uµ(x) ≡ Peig
∫ x+eˆµ
x Aµ(z)dz = eigaAµ(x+eˆµ/2) + O(a3) (9)
where a is a lattice spacing, assumed small, and
U−µ(x) = U†µ(x − eˆµ). (10)
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The simplest gauge invariant quantity we can build using the
gauge link is the plaquette
Pµν(x) = Uµ(x)Uν(x + eˆµ)U†µ(x + eˆν)U
†
ν (x) (11)
and with the plaquette we can define a lattice gauge action with
the correct continuum limit: S = 14
∫
d4x Fµν aFaµν
S =
2N
g2
∑
x
∑
µ<ν
(
1 − 1
2N
Tr[Pµν(x) + P†µν(x)]
)
. (12)
To visualize the gauge field it will be useful to plot the action
density using
s(x) =
2N
g2
1 − 148N Tr

±4∑
µ,ν=±1
µ<ν
(Pµν(x) + P†µν(x))

 . (13)
Let us now translate eq. (8) into the lattice language.
All the transformations explained in section 2 will thus be
performed on the lattice, with the link gauge transformations
Uµ(x) → Ω(x)Uµ(x)Ω†(x + eˆµ). (14)
We still call it a “sum ansatz” although the terms are now mul-
tiplied instead. (i) We first comb the matrix U4 by rotating it,
such that U4 has no τ1 or τ2 component. (ii) We do a gauge
transformation in time to make the asymptotic value of U4 equal
to the identity matrix I. (iii) We multiply the two gauged dyon
configurations. (iv) We do another gauge transformation to
reintroduce the right value of τ3 for the asymptotic value of
U4. This leaves an extra term when we add the two dyons given
as the following element of the temporal gauge transformation
δΩt = exp(iav
τ3
2
). (15)
The time dependent parts cancel when we reintroduce the
asymptotic value of A4, leaving δΩt behind. δΩt is not present
in Ui since the gauge transformation that remove the asymptotic
value of A4 is simply Ω(x)Ui(x)Ω†(x). We therefore end with
the S U(2) matrices given by
U4(x) = (16)
S +(x)U1,4(x)S
†
+(x + eˆ4)δΩtS −(x)U2,4(x)S
†
−(x + eˆ4)
Ui(x) = (17)
S +(x)U1,i(x)S
†
+(x + eˆi)S −(x)U2,i(x)S
†
−(x + eˆi),
where U1,µ(x) and U2,µ(x) are the links of the M¯ and M dyon
given in equation 1. It should be noted that the gauge transfor-
mation S is defined around the dyon it combs.
All time dependence is canceled, so we decide to work in 3
dimensions only, since the gradient flow will be the same for all
times.
For the MM¯ configuration we comb M with S − and M¯ with
S +. The initial configuration for LL¯ is similar. Here we comb
L with S + and L¯ with S −. This means that the asymptotic value
of A4 becomes negative instead.
Varying the action with an infinitesimal SU(2) rotation
Uµ(x) → (I + iτkk) Uµ(x) one finds the standard current ex-
pression
Jµ(x) =
∑
ν
(
Pµν(x) − P†µν(x)
)
(18)
−
∑
ν
(
Pµν(x − eˆv) − P†µν(x − eˆv)
)
,
where plaquettes P should be understood as the product of 4
links, always started from the same point x (as needed for cor-
rect gauge covariance) in the direction µ. All plaquettes that
contain Uµ(x) come with a plus sign and all plaquettes that con-
tain U†µ(x) come with a minus sign. The next step is a projection
onto the S U(Nc) color generators
Ji,µ ≡ dtTr[iτiJµ(x)]. (19)
which eliminates possible contribution proportional to the unit
matrix.
The matrix used for actual updates of the link variables is
calculated as
Lµ(x) =
√
J21,µ + J
2
2,µ + J
2
3,µ (20)
θi,µ(x) = Ji,µ/Lµ (21)
Cµ(x) = cos(Lµ)I + i sin(Lµ)
∑
i
θi,µτi. (22)
The multiplication of all links by Cµ(x)
Uµ(x) → Cµ(x)Uµ(x). (23)
is our version of one step of the gradient flow. We checked that,
with the double precision code used, the link matrices remain
belonging to S U(2) within small errors, even after thousands of
time steps needed in the calculation. For small enough dτ the
action should monotonously decrease, and indeed it does, at all
locations and at all times.
3.2. Lattice details
Since MM¯ pairs and LL¯ pairs are time independent (LL¯ pairs
are time independent in the gauge where the Higgs field is
−(2piT − v)), the lattice used is three-dimensional with size N3.
The fields on it are not periodic. In order to protect the expec-
tation value of A34 during gradient flow, we hold the sides of our
cube constant, i.e. we don’t update the links on the edges of the
lattice.
Most of the calculations are done with 643 cubic lattice.
Its size in absolute units is 40/v in each dimension with a =
0.625/v, unless otherwise specified. This might seem like a
rough lattice. While all configurations before combing have
sufficiently small A even at the cores, so that |aAµ|  1, a f ter
combing large fields aA ∼ 1 do appear, coming from the Dirac
string: however those are pure gauge and they do not affect the
action at the streamline part of the process, as we will explain
below.
On this setup the discretized analytic solution of one dyon is
stable under gradient flow. Its action is 5% lower than the an-
alytic value of 4piv, which is due to fields outside of our box.
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The absolute value of electric and magnetic charge, calculated
by the Gauss flux integrals over certain cubes near the box sur-
face, are both equal to ±1, inside the numerical accuracy of the
double precision code we use.
The 4-d gauge action expressed in terms of the 3-dimensional
action is
S =
1
g2
∫ 1/T
0
dx4S 3 =
S 3
g2T
(24)
which is itself dimension full and scales as S 3 ∼ v: thus the
M dyon action is S ∼ v/g2T . The actual value of T and the
gauge coupling g are irrelevant for our calculation of S 3 since it
is just an overall factor in the action S . Furthermore, since our
classical 3d theory is scale invariant Aµ → vAµ and r → vr, the
absolute units of v are unimportant and we can use v = 1. In
other words, all distances are in units of r ∗ v.
Apart from the action and electric and magnetic charges, we
also monitor the presence of the Dirac strings as the system
evolves. The circulation integrals
∮
dxµAµ around the Dirac
string are calculated, by adding the phases of subsequent links
in the τ3-direction, using the inverse of the parameterization
Uµ(x) = cos(φ)I + i sin(φ)
∑
i
θi,µτi. (25)
We do observe the famous 2pi phase circulation at all times of
the gradient flow, indicating that the Dirac string flux through
our box remains there.
4. Results
4.1. Qualitative features of the streamline
Before we present our results in detail, we would like to give
a brief overview of the findings, starting with a reminder of the
streamline for the instanton-antiinstanton case. These config-
urations, either in quantum mechanical setting [15] or gauge
fields [17], have the topological charge zero and a meaning of
tunneling forth and back, with only finite time spent in the sec-
ond well (valley). When this time is small, there is no reason for
the configuration itself to be different from zero (path or gauge
fields). So, the end of the instanton-antiinstanton streamline are
the configurations with a small action S ∼ 1 which cannot be
treated semiclassically.
The case under consideration, with the instanton-dyons, is
quite different. While two charges – the magnetic and the topo-
logical ones – still add to zero and can annihilate each other,
there is one remaining – electric – charge, which adds to 2. Our
definition of charge is based on the flux through a closed sur-
face, and the charge density is the divergence of the field. Since
the electric charge is not conserved in this definition, there is no
reason that the electric charge has to be equal to 2 throughout
the streamline.
One might think that the process is dominated by the electric
charge. We found it is not the case, and it is the behavior of the
magnetic charge which is most important.
The gradient flow process was found to proceed via the
following stages:
(i) near initiation: starting from an ansatz described above
one finds rapid reduction of the action and disappearance of
artifacts related with the Dirac strings
(ii) relatively slow and universal evolution along the streamline
set. The action decrease is small but steady. The dyons basi-
cally approach each other, with relatively small deformations:
thus the concept of an interaction potential between them
makes sense at this stage
(iii) a metastable state at the streamline’s end: the action
remains practically constant, evolution is very slow and is
an internal deformation of the dyons rather than their further
approach
(iv) rapid collapse into perturbative fields, plus some zero
action (pure gauge) remnants
A sample of computer time histories for the total action is
shown in Fig.2. The stage (i) corresponds to near-vertical initial
evolution, stage (ii) to declining universal line, stage (iii) to the
horizontal part at the right, following by another vertical line of
total action collapse to zero (not shown).
Crucially important is the observation that, even at the end of
the streamline, the action value is not that far from the sum of
those of the two separated dyons. In other words, the classical
interaction potential we found is in a sense numerically small.
We observe an universality of the streamline: independent
on the initial ansatz and even initial dyon separation we find
that our gradient flow proceeds through essentially the same set
of configurations at stages (ii-iv). A parameter we found most
practical for their characterization is simply their li f etime – du-
ration, in our computer time τ, from a particular configuration
to the final collapse. To emphasize that, in Fig. 2 we have
drawn histories with different initial but the same final times.
The existence of stage (iii) has not been anticipated. All
configurations corresponding to it have the same action, and –
within our accuracy the same dyon-antidyon distance. One can
perhaps lump all of them into a new metastable configuration, a
dyon-antidyon molecule. (Perhaps those can be identifiable in
the lattice gauge field ensembles.)
For configurations with the initial separation smaller than
4.2/v, we observe that dyons move away from each other, to
the same metastable configuration.
4.2. Parameterization of the M and M¯ Streamline
To define the “interaction potential” between dyons and an-
tidyons we need two things. First, we need the action S 3 as
a function of computer time, a sample of which was already
shown in Fig. 2. Second we need to define the separation be-
tween the dyons, and follow it as a function of computer time
over the gradient flow. Locations of the dyons at a specific com-
puter time is inferred from the two maxima of the action den-
sity. We define it in each configuration by fitting 3 points around
each maximum with a second order polynomial. A sample of
action density distribution is shown in Fig. 3.
Combining the actions and dyon separations we obtain the
interaction potential. We use the configuration that starts with a
separation of 10/v between the dyons to obtain the interaction
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Figure 2: 3d-action S 3 for v = 1 as a function of computer time for an initial
separation |rM − rM¯ |v = 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10 between the M and M¯ dyon from right
to left in the graph. The action of two well separated dyons is 23.88 for the
lattice with 643 points.
Figure 3: Action density along the z axis in natural units for a separation
|rM − rM¯ |v = 10 between the centers of the two dyons. The configuration with
the maximums furthest from each other is the initial configuration. At computer
time τ = 3000 it has moved further towards the center. At τ = 12000 the con-
figuration has reached the metastable configuration with a separation between
the maximums of 4.2/v. At τ = 13700 the configuration has collapsed to a
single maximum, which continues to shrink until the action vanishes. Histories
shown correspond to those displayed in Fig. 2.
potential, since it was the configuration that started with the
largest separation. The range of separations, as always in units
of 1/v, is from (slightly smaller than) r = 10/v to r = 4.2/v:
at this last value the configurations collapse to pure gauge with
zero action.
To understand the “IR effect” of the finiteness of the box vol-
ume, we performed calculations in 3 different lattices, 643, 803
and 963 , at fixed lattice spacing va = 40/64 ( as described
above for the 643 case). In Fig. 4 we extrapolate these results
to infinite volume using the function
h(r) =
∫ r+5
−r+5
dz
∫ r
−r
dy
∫ r
−r
dx
1
(x2 + y2 + z2)2
, (26)
which is the integral of 1/r4 for a dyon sitting at z = −5, in
a box of half width r. The infinity at the origin was removed
since we only needed the long range behavior. The volume
effect is found to be in agreement to the expectation that the
action density falls of as 1/r4.
Figure 4: The 3 parameters A, B and C normalized by their value at r = ∞ (A∞,
B∞ and C∞) as a function of lattice half width r at va = 40/64. We extrapolate
using c + b [h(r) − h(∞)], where h(r) is defined in eq. 26.
In order to understand the “UV effects” of discretization we
also make calculations for 3 different lattices, 643, 803 and 963
, with variable lattice spacing but the same volume (the same
as for 643 point setting described in section 3.2). In Fig. 5 we
extrapolate these results to a = 0 with a straight line.
Figure 5: The 3 parameters A, B and C normalized by their value at a = 0 (A0,
B0 and C0) as a function of the lattice spacing a. We extrapolate the results to
a = 0 with a straight line. C/C0 has been offset by −0.01 because it otherwise
completely overlapped A/A0.
Using those results we extrapolated to zero spacing and infi-
nite box, by assuming that the two effects were independent.
The resulting extrapolated curve is shown in Fig. 6 (upper
curve, offset), to be compared to the actual data for the largest
box (lower line). The offset value is basically the 5% of the ac-
tion outside the box mentioned earlier. This curve is our main
result.
We use the parameterization of the resulting curve of the type
S 3(r) = A
(
1 − 1
r
+ B exp[−Cr]
)
, (27)
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The reason the Coulomb part has no fitted parameter, other than
the overall A, is based on the following analytic argument. Clas-
sical interaction is known to be zero for interactions between
two self-dual (or two anti-self-dual) dyons due to the so called
BPS protection. This means that the correction from the non-
Abelian part has to cancel both electric and magnetic Abelian
Coulomb attractions.
In the case we consider, the interaction of self-dual with anti-
self-dual objects, the electric and magnetic Abelian Coulombs
cancel each other, while the non-Abelian part is expected to
change its sign.
We therefore expect the long range behavior for the action S 3
to behave like
S 3(r → ∞) = 8piv + (m1m2 − e1e2)4pivrv , (28)
where mi and ei are the magnetic and electric charges of the
two dyons and distance is given as rv to show that all terms are
proportional to 4piv. The minus sign in front of the electric part,
is due to the non-Abelian contribution. For the dyon-antidyon
interaction we get
S 3(r → ∞) = 8piv(1 − 1rv ). (29)
Since outcome of this argument was found to be in agreement
with our numerical data, inside the errors, we decided not to
include an extra parameter for the 1/r part. The exponential
was found to describe the potential nicely in the fitted region,
while not affecting long range behavior. We emphasize that our
parameterization should only be used for r ≥ 4.2/v.
The values of the parameters and the errors obtained from
the formal fit (to more than thousand points corresponding to
different separation during the gradient flow process) are
A = 25.20 ± 0.01, B = 1.13 ± 0.03, C = .607 ± .004 (30)
Note that he value of the parameter A is only by 0.07 (or 0.3%)
higher than the action of two well separated dyons in contin-
uum, S 3 = 8pi ≈ 25.13. This fact confirms that our extrapola-
tions are quite accurate, we did it as a test. In applications, one
should of course use the analytic value of A mentioned. Note
also that B is about 30 standard deviations from zero, ensuring
that an exponential term is absolutely needed.
As a last comment in this section, we want to point out that
the curve of the action S 3 never becomes completely flat at r =
4.2/v as otherwise expected. On the other hand, results with
starting separations smaller than r = 4.2/v clearly converges
to the same point around r = 4.2/v. This indicates that the
technique is not perfect around this point. This is most likely
due to small changes to the shape of the action density, which
were used to determine the position. These small changes could
very well be caused by the collapse we always saw after enough
time had passed.
Figure 6: 3d-action S 3 of the MM¯ dyon pair vs separation between the dyons
|rM − rM¯ |v for a = 40/64 for 963 points (lower line) and for the extrapolated fit
(upper line). The fit has been offset by ∆S 3 = −0.9 so its shape can be visually
compared to the data. The separation of the dyons is defined by the maxima of
the action density. The configuration starts at the separation of 10/v between
the dyons. The plot is terminated after the metastable configuration. The plot
contains 1243 points (1 every 10 computer times) that makes up the fitted data.
4.3. Details of the Streamline
In this section we focus on the properties of the streamline
configurations other than the action. We will subsequently dis-
cuss: (i) How does the profile of the “Higgs field” A34 change.
(ii) How does the charges change; and (iii) What happens with
the Dirac strings.
4.3.1. The Higgs Field A34
Before we turn to the results, let us remind that for an indi-
vidual dyon – and thus for two at large separation – the Higgs
Field vanishes at the center. At large distances it should be the
same value and direction: on the plots we use a positive one.
One might expect that the same shape will be maintained dur-
ing the gradient flow on the streamline.
As shown in Fig. 7, this is not the case: the Higgs Field goes
through zero at the centers and gets negative, about −0.5v, in
between the dyons. The upper and lower plots are snapshots
for two different evolution histories, for an initial separation of
r = 5/v, 10/v, which show the same trend.
4.3.2. The Charges
The electric and magnetic charges inside certain sub-boxes
are calculated via the Gauss surface integrals. Total initial
charges for the MM¯ configuration should be 2 for electric
charges, and 0 for magnetic charges.
We further study charge locations using the different sized
boxes. These sub-boxes are all centered around the origin, with
one dyon at z = 2.5/v and one dyon at z = −2.5/v. Total widths
of the sub-boxes used are 38.75/v, 28.75/v, 18.75/v and 8.75/v,
while the width of the entire box used is 40/v. Time evolu-
tion of the electric charge inside all sub-boxes is shown in Fig.
8. We observe that all charges are very stable for about 10000
time steps of the gradient flow, though we do see a small de-
crease in the total electric charge, after which the electric charge
quickly goes down for all boxes. This happens at the same time
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Figure 7: Subsequent snapshots of A34 along the z axis in natural units for an
initial separation of 5/v (upper) and 10/v (lower) between the center of the 2
dyons. (upper) The configuration with the smallest field at the sides of the plot-
ted area is the initial configuration. At computer time τ = 5000 the minimums
have risen slightly, but is overall the same shape. At τ = 9400 the configuration
has started collapsing. At τ = 10000 the configuration has collapsed to one
minimum completely. (lower) The configuration with the smallest field at the
sides of the plotted area is the initial configuration. At computer time τ = 3000
the minimums have moved slightly towards the middle and the minimums have
become smaller. At τ = 10000 the configuration has reached the stable almost
flat area in the action. At τ = 14000 the configuration has collapsed completely
to an almost flat region between the initial positions of the dyons.
as the action starts to drop as well. The fact that the smallest
box shows zero sharply, while the largest sub-box still contains
about half of the charge 5000 time steps later, suggests that the
electric charge moves out of the box gradually.
Since the total magnetic charge is zero, we cut each of the
boxes described above in half in the xy-plane, through the ori-
gin. That meant that only one dyon would be inside the sub-
box. The time evolution of the magnetic charge inside the
largest half-sub-box is shown in Fig. 9. The magnetic charge is
very stable and close to 1, but collapses to 0. The moment is the
same as that for the action collapse. We thus conclude that the
magnetic structure is crucially important for the preservation of
the individual solitons.
4.3.3. The Dirac Strings
We now look at the Dirac strings. While those are gauge
transformation artifacts, we still wonder whether the magnetic
flux they carry is there or not, through the gradient flow process.
To observe the Dirac string we evaluate the phase of the spatial
square loop
∮
dxµAµ/(2pi) winding around a string as explained
in section 3. We plot the space of the spatial loop along the z-
Figure 8: Electric charge for v = 1 as a function of computer time for an initial
separation |rM − rM¯ |v = 5 between the dyons. The electric charge inside sub-
boxes of width 38.75/v, 28.75/v, 18.75/v and 8.75/v, centered at the origin.
Figure 9: Magnetic charge for v = 1 as a function of computer time for an
initial separation |rM − rM¯ |v = 5 between the dyons. The magnetic charge is
found from a sub-box that goes from the middle of our lattice in z (the dyons
are separated along the z-axis) and to the edge, while filling up the entire part
of the x and y-axis. The drop happens at the same time as the drop in action.
axis for an initial configuration of r = 5/v in Fig. 10 taken at
the beginning (upper plot) and at the end of the process (lower
plot), with loops of different size.
For the smallest (square) loop used the phase takes a value
close to 0 in between the two strings: there is no string there.
Increasing the size of the loop, the phase gets closer and close to
2pi, as expected. The pictures are very similar, and so the con-
clusion is that Dirac strings hardly change during the gradient
flow process.
4.4. LL¯ pairs
The LL¯ pair has been studied in the gauge where the L dyons
are constant in time. The overall result is the same as for the
MM¯ case and we therefore only point out the difference.
While the L and L¯ dyons are time dependent in the gauge
where 〈A34〉 = v, we can still explore the configuration in the
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Figure 10: The phase from the strings divided by 2pi for a M and M¯ dyon at
an initial separation |rM − rM¯ |v = 5 along the z axis in natural units. (upper)
Taken at the beginning of the simulation and (lower) Taken at the end of the
simulation. The line is for a square loop with the sides of one link, the dashed
is for 5 links and the dotdashed is for 21 links.
time independent gauge before the time dependent gauge trans-
formation is done. In the time independent gauge the Higgs
field points in the negative direction with a value of 2piT − v. To
put 〈A34〉 = v we need to do a time dependent gauge transforma-
tion, but this should not affect the results.
Since nothing different from the MM¯ pairs happens for the
charge and action we won’t show those graphs. More inter-
esting is the Higgs field which after a time dependent gauge
transformation looks like in Fig. 11 for initial configuration
(upper) and for the configuration after the rapid drop in the ac-
tion (lower).
It is seen how the valleys are now instead a mountain for the L
and L¯ dyons, since we have gauged the results such that 〈A34〉 =
1. After gauging back to the gauge where 〈A34〉 = v, we find that
A34 have gained a time dependent core. This time dependent
core comes from the τ1 and τ2 component of A4 which have
become non-zero around the origin as shown in Fig. 12. The
A34 component which is the mountain shown in Fig. 11 (lower),
stays time independent.
When one do the time dependent gauge transformation, the
time dependence that A4 do gain is only for the τ1 and τ2 com-
ponent of A4, since exp(ipiT x4τ3)τ(1,2) = τ(1,2) exp(−ipiT x4τ3).
This means that the gauge transformation that puts 〈A34〉 = v
will mix the τ1 and τ2 component of A4 with a time dependent
phase.
Figure 11: A34 for the LL¯ dyon pair along the separation of the two dyons (z-
axis), in natural units, at the beginning (upper) and end (lower) of the simulation
for an initial separation of |rL − rL¯ |v = 5. The dyons had 2piT − v = 1 and the
time dependent gauge transformation has been performed to make the Higgs
field at infinity equal to 1.
Figure 12: A14 and A
2
4 along the separation of the L and L¯ dyon (z-axis) for an
initial separation of |rL − rL¯ |v = 5, at the end of simulation, before the extra
time dependent gauge transformation has been done.
5. Summary and Outlook
In summary, we performed the gradient flow studies of the
instanton-dyon-antidyon configurations. We found that, after
a brief period of initial relaxation, the process settles in to a
rather universal “streamline” set of configurations, with steady
and slow reduction of the action. We found that numerically the
dyon-antidyon interaction is relatively small.
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We found that below a certain separation of the dyons the
streamline no longer exists. We also found that between the
“streamline” set and the final collapse to perturbative (small ac-
tion) fields there is a very long-lived state at a separation of
4.2/v, a dyon-antidyon molecule in which all forces are nearly
exactly balanced. After certain time the magnetic charges an-
nihilate each other and the configuration rapidly collapses to a
pure gauge configuration, while the electric charge decreases
in such a way, that it suggests that the charges propagate out-
side our box. For initial separations smaller than 4.2/v, we find
that configuration quickly moves into the meta-stable one men-
tioned, until they collapse.
Our main conclusion is the universality of the streamline. We
have performed zero spacing and infinitive volume extrapola-
tion of our results, and parameterize it to the form (27), see
parameters after the formula. We believe the values of the pa-
rameters are quite accurate: those constitute the main result of
this work.
Speaking about future work, one obvious extension of the
current work would be a calculation of the Dirac eigenvalue
spectrum for the streamline configurations at hand. Indeed, as
experience with the “instanton liquid” has shown [2], the main
interaction in QCD-like theories is the fermion-induced one,
which happens precisely between the two duality sectors. It is
even more so in the case of QCD-like theories with many quark
flavors N f ∼ 10, which is currently under active investigation
by the lattice community. Recent work [11] had argued that
this interaction leads to LL¯ clusters of small size ∼ 1/N f , a de-
scendant of instanton-antiinstanton molecules. The reader may
also find in this paper discussion of a number of specific is-
sues/observables, relating the dyonic picture of QCD topology
at T > Tc to various lattice data.
The next logical step (after deriving the interaction between
the topological objects in question) is of course some study
of the resulting statistical ensemble, improving on simulations
done in [10]. Those studies are in progress and we hope to re-
port the results shortly.
Note added in proof: Since the paper was submitted, its
results has been used in several studies of the instanton-dyon
ensembles. Liu, Shuryak and Zahed [19] argued that dense
enough ensemble is amenable to analytic mean field treatment,
and had shown that such ensemble is confining. They carried on
to QCD-like theories with quarks [20] and had shown that dense
ensemble breaks chiral symmetry, provided the number of fla-
vors and colors satisfy N f < 2Nc. We pursued a direct numer-
ical approach simulating numerically ensembles of 64 and 128
dyons with variable densities, observing deconfinement phase
transition [21] and chiral restoration in [22] and concluding that
for Nc = N f = 2 QCD they occur at very similar densities.
We finally note that our main results can be reformulated in
modern terminology, which quite recently came from math-
ematics to physics. Our finding of a near-stationary dyon-
antidyon configuration at finite distance indicate existence of
a new extremal point of the path integral. The “streamline” set
of configurations we found, going from it to a well separated
pair, provides an example of a ”Lefschetz thimble” gradient
flow path connecting these two extrema.
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